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explicitly stated, they fail to gather information that is implied. Their comprehension 
skims the surface but fails to reach deeper into a text. Inferring also opens the reading 
act to personal construction of meaning (Irwin, 2007; Smith, 1975, 1983). In the 
world, situations prompt inferences. When reading, readers’ self-initiated prompts 
stimulate them. Some students infer in their everyday life but have difficulty applying 
that skill to text.

Students may have insufficient background knowledge and/or experiences that 
authors assume as common to all. This inhibits inference making where it may be 
needed for full comprehension of a particular text. Group discussion, in which 
responders share rationales for their thinking, can expand background knowledge 
where it’s missing and/or provide vicarious experience for those lacking it. Teachers 
also bring in ancillary resources (e.g., books, films, speakers, pictures, websites) to 
fill in shortages.

Directions: Using the FIVES reading comprehension strategy, identify three facts from the passage . 
In the box below, write the facts you found . List new or unknown words that you want to examine 
further .

Facts    

New or Unknown 
Words

1 . graffiti

2 . interrogated

3 . scrawled

4 . impose

5 . dictator

1 . Syrian children are angry because government didn’t help their town, 
they scrawled graffiti on a school to protest, they were interrogated and 
tortured .



Facts    

(continued)

New or Unknown 
Words

1 . graffiti

2 . interrogated

3 . scrawled

4 . impose

5 . dictator

2 . Many people protested treatment of children, large numbers protested 
in streets, government troops used brutal force against them .

3 . Frustrated Tunisian fruit seller set himself on fire, authorities kept 
refusing to let him earn a living, people protested powerful government 
that didn’t listen to him or them .

Directions: Look at the three facts that you identified above . Using those facts, make at least 
two inferences and write them in the space below . Use new vocabulary from the passage 
appropriately .

Remember: Inferences are based on what is stated in the text combined with what is in your 
background knowledge and experience . There are hints that the writer leaves for the reader to use 
in constructing a logical inference .

Inferences 1 . Brutal control is imposed in modern dictatorships too, they allow limited 
protests and approved media coverage .

2 . Modern dictators can deceive the world, they make it look like things are not 
really bad, after enduring lots of injustice, something sparks united protests .

Figure 3.1: FIVES worksheet for facts and inferences.
Visit www.learningsciences.com/bookresources to download a blank reproducible version of this figure.


